Multi-line detectors are currently only available in medical Computed Tomography (CT) scanners, have a relatively low spatial resolution and are very expensive. Compared to flat panel detectors, line and multi-line detectors can achieve an improved image quality due to reduced scattering radiation from object and detector themselves. However line detectors need long scan times for large objects. Volume scans with a multi-line detector are much faster, but with almost similar image quality. We develop a novel detector (particularly adapted to NDT applications) which will combine these benefits. Due to the high speed and sensitivity nearly real time CT measurements of many object slices become possible, which will even enable new fields of application.
S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Scalable, modular design allows nearly any desired detector width Indirect converting detector with customized radiation hard CMOS sensor design and in pixel charge integration and amplification Number of detector lines: 256 Number of pixel columns per module: 512 Pixel pitch: (200 µm)², analog binning to (400 µm)² Frame rate: up to 300 fps, 1200 fps @ analog binning Dynamic range: 14 Bit ADC + 2 Bit pixel-gain-level X-ray energy range: up to 450 keV S P E C I A L F E AT U R E S Adjustable curved design ( Fig. 1) for variable focus-detectordistances, conserving nearly uniform perpendicular irradiation over the entire detector width Automatic in pixel gain adjustment (Fig. 2) for each pixel, which allows for both: a very high sensitivity and a wide dynamic range Optional structured (pitch 400 µm) and very efficient scintillator for application with high energies
C U R R E N T P R O J E C T S TAT U S
Evaluation of different pixel designs and selection of the pixel technology with best signal behavior and radiation hardness Setup of two detector demonstrators with multi-project-wafer (MPW) chips (about 5 x 5 mm²) and total 384 x 22 pixels (Fig. 3 ) Setup of the mechanical concept with an adjustable curved design N E X T S T E P S Coating scintillators (unstructured and structured) to the imaging sensors Characterization and evaluation of the demonstrators O U T L O O K As shown, our detector features unique properties which could make it a very capable substitution for line and flat panel detectors in many applications. After the evaluation of the demonstrators a full wafer run with final sensors will be performed before the final detector can be assembled.
F R A U N H O F E R I N S T I T U T E F O R I N T E G R AT E D C I R C U I T S I I S D E V E L O P M E N T C E N T E R X -R AY T E C H N O L O G Y E Z R T F i g . 1 : S e t u p o f t h e a d j u s t a b l e c u r v e d d e t e c t o r c o n c e p t F i g . 2 : S k e t c h o f i n -p i x e l g a i n a d j u s t m e n t F i g . 3 : D e m o n s t r a t o r s e t u p w i t h M P W-s e n s o r s ( w i t h o u t s c i n t i l l a t o r )

